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A43STRACT

Ae have anal)zed the energ. conversion processes occurring in three dir'wr-

sional driven recornect ion. In part icular, we studied the energ conversion

processes during localized reconnection in a tail like rragnetic corfiotiratir,.

Ae find that 3D driven reconnection is a powerful energ. converter which

transforms magnetic energy into plasma bulk flow arid thermal erierg>. Three di-

mensional drien reconnection is an even more powerful energy conerter thin 2)

reconnect ion because in the 3D Case plasmas were dra%n into the reconnectiort rt--

gion from the sides as well as from the top and bottom. Field aligned currrt'

are generated by 30 driven reconnection. We have identified the ph,,sicai

mechanism responsible for these currents which flo% from the tail toward the

ionosphere on the dawn side of the reconnection region and from the ionosphere

towards the tail on the dusk side. The field aligned currents form as the neu-

tral sheet current is diverted through the slow shocks which form on the outer

edge of the reconnected field lines (outer edge of th( plasma sheet).

5



1. INTHODUCTION

A magnetospheric substorm is a good example of an explosive energ conver-

sion process in cosmical plasmas. Over the past two dec3des, t"o models of tht-

substorm have evolved, the unloading model or energy storag- and release model

and the driven model. In the unloading model, reconnection on the dayside

magnetopause leads to enhanced convection and the storage of magnetic energ> in

the magnetotail magnetic field (McPherron et al., 1973; Russell and McPherron.

1973). This leads to thinning of the near earth plasma sheet ane to the

formation of a new neutral line in a localized region in the near-earth (10 - 15

S RE ) plasma sheet (McPherron et al., 1973; Russell and McPherron, 1973; Hones,

1973). This reconnection impulsively releases the stored e.ierg at substorm

onset to power geomagnetic activity. The driven model, too, starts with

magnetic merging on the dayside magnetopause. However, in this model the

magnetosphere responds directly to variations in the external solar wind

condiiions (Perreault and Akasofu, 1978; Akasofu, 1979, 1950). In particular,

the energy Input rate from the solar wind equals the energ output rate durinq

the substorm in the driven model.

In this paper, we present a three-dimensional model of tail reconnection

during substorms. Our primary purpose is to sudy the energy conversion

processes occurring In the tail. When we wish to contruct a sound physical

model to explain any naturally occurring phenomenon, it is essential to

understand the fact that the system is energetically "open". To reveal an

energy conversion process, the first step we take Is to extract a portion (black

box) out of the causal chain in which the process we are concerned %ith is

taking place. The black box must be extracted so that there is little feedback

of energy from the output to input during the course of the energ> conversion.

Otherwise, the model, no matter how mathematically sound, is phyrsically

7
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uract-pt dble. If ti bI ack br) is so S.M.i I that a .: '.t a I p.rt of t,

Out pit efnfrgy returns to Ihe input on t ht I imc scal cf i crest , then t h, -. ,

oh\ i ,,s 1 incIudc-s ai flit urri I i rc is i st e c ,. Thu t-m, i rm :St be- exp dfloE ha

Ihat the out put enerqy returninq to thr input car, be itclu-led. Or, I he otther

hand, if the black box is so larqe that se',\eral separobl- erergy conversion

processes are included, ther the model is acceptable. The global simulation of

Ihe macrnetosphere is an example of such a system aid irn principle is the

preferred Aa, to study the substorm process. Hoe,.er, because of the

* i,-itatiors of the a\ailable computers, the model is often so coarse -rai ,-c

that the physical process underlying the energy corversion can be o0erlooked.

In order to comprehend the physical process, therefore, it is desirable to

di\Ide this black box into self-consistent, smaller boxes.

Iri a substorm, a substantial part of the energy output is lost in the

i ionosphere. The lost enerq goes into the heat i nq of neut ral at oms and

r olcules, so that it is unlikely that the lost energ. goes back to the

, maqnet osphere during the course of a suhstorm, On th, other hard. similar

-.satot crns ,re obser ed rtpeatedlv. From the repeatabilil of substorms

.:d t,,e existence of definite energy loss in the ionosphere, 'Ae ca- corncluct-

- ',,it trere must exist a finite energy input to the s~sterm. Accordinglh. a model

* s,2'.tr;n mlst be constructed to includc a proper input and output. F rom ca.j dl -

it,_ the input must chaneq the conditiorns ithin thr t)ldck t)x in such d vlad

I,4 .1 .1 :st orin is t r i (J(J rnt.

dree iesirjr d ot r rr m (t I to in,. , i i t ti. fffe(t of c,'u-, t ion or the

I I nI or Of t a I rfcn:,iit-c I i )n . In tIhti d r- i v t 1 r-c( irec(, I jot mode I

r ' ,,.etion, results from t I o from th lobes i,,rr ul ) I Iti rw ,(n raI s it cJt ,

191. l,, order to hi stfficintl re , iJ ior i ii m ()f I , w, corisider orl. I

* 5 .~ I \ l ume around the- rccownect ion re iol. 1he input from thte solar %i id i,

8
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%M4 v- r4 -1 1- .

determined by the boundar) conditions at the top and bottom of the simulat i,

box. The term driven *hen applied to reconnection does not have the same

meaning as when it is used to describe phenomenological modeIs of substorms. .

we %ill see in this study, driven reconnection is an active energ converter in

which magnetic energy stored in the tail lobes is converted into plasma enerq\.

T hijs the driven reconnection model is similar to the unloadinq model of

substorms.

°I
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.5I

Ii . G.t1fir.L HEMARkS ON E tJL1C, CO1\LNSIO

0}eriing the enerq. equations fromn the ordinary set of resisti.e mde(,tc)-

t, drod\ namic (MHD) equations, we obtain

;t - 1 2 dS + ) 3 x B * ,dV - Vp • (1)

= f PY " dS - f Vp " vdV + f rlj 2 d (2)

E xB
f - • dS - f J x B vd - f n 2 dV (3)

%here K = f _ pv2dV (kinetic energy) (4)

2

, =f d dV (magnet ic ene rg}) (6)

and dS is the surface element vector and d is the %olume element. In (M)-(6),

p is the mass density, v is the velocity, 3 is the current densitN., B3 is the

mngn(tic field, p is the pressure, -y is the polytropic index, r, is the resist i -

its, and E is the electric field.

These equations give us all the necessary information about the macroscopic

energ> conversion in a black box. The left-hand sides of (1)-(3) represent the

changes in the total kinetic, thermal and magnetic energies in the black box.

The first terms on the right represent the output and input powers of the black

box. As described in the introduction, the input power is essential in the

present model since it is responsible for the change in the initial equilibrium

configirat ion which triggers an energy conversion process in the black box. The

output power provides a ke% to the energy conversion process because we are

interested in how much energy is ejected from the black box as a consequence of

the conersion.

10
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The last two terms on the right-hand sides of (1)-(3) represent the mutual

energy exchanges among the kinetic, thermal and magnetic energies inside the

black box. They can give us information about the efficiercy of the er, ergy

conversion process. They can be used to answer questions such as ho" quick]%

the magnetic energy is converted into kinetic energy. As a consequence of this

Internal conversion, the Internal energy is ejected out of the black box. The

ejected (output) energy can in turn be an input energy for the succeeding event

in the external causal chain. For instance in the magnetospheric substorm, this

- succeeding event can be the excitation of auroras.

" A diagram of energy conversion processes is shown in Figure 1.

M.
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111. E\TLHN-LLt DIfLr4 HECOEIIjCTIOII

In the reconnect ion process the energy source to be released is th- rr,,jrrt-

ic energy. In the magnetotail, the magnetic energy consists of t~o components.

One is the dipole field and the other is the field produced by the diamaqretic

current flowing in the plasma sheet. The dipole field is a potential field and

cannot be released at all. The only free energy is the magnetic energy stored

in the diamagnetic currents which deform the dipole to form the tail. Thus an

external energy agent such as the solar %ind which deforms the magnetosphere

must play a leading role in triggering reconnection in the plasma sheet.

It would be natural, therefore, to presume that the solar *ind intruding

into the magnetosphere through dayside reconnection could drive reconnection in

the magnetotail. The intruding solar wind effects the tail in two ways. First,

the magnetic free energy is stored in the plasma sheet. This is manifested as a

plasma sheet thinning. Second, the invading plasma triggers reconnection by

compr.ssing the plasma sheet. To approximate this process, we de'eloped the

driven reconnection model [Hayashi and Sato, 1975; Sato et al., 1978; Sato and

Hayashi, 1979: Sato, 1979; Sato et al., 1983].

Indeed, this idea that reconnection would occur somewhere in the magneto-

tail has been demonstrated by global simulations of the solar wind-magnetosphere

interaction (Leboeuf et al., 1981; Brecht et al., 1953; Wu, 1983].

4b
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1%. LtA .1RtIC\. MOJLL

The numerical mode) has been described pre-ious]y [Sato cft A., 19! 3: %,i(,

and rHdiashi, 1982]. Here we will summarize it briefly for convenience. ,

started with a very simple equilibrium configuration. The magnetic field ard

plasma configurations we used are

B(X,Y,z) = (Botanh(z/L),O,O)

c.(x,y,z) :P 0

I(x,y,z) Tosech 2(z/L)

where B is the magnetic field, p is the mass density, I is the temperature, Bo.

00, To are constants and L is the half-width of the neutral sheet in the z

(north-south) direction.

We assumed that reconnection is triggered by a non-uniform compression of

the plasma sheet. In order to compress the plasma sheet, we injected a

magnetized plasma through the north and south boundary planes (z = ± Lz ) of the

simulation box. Initially, the incoming mass flow pattern was such that

ovz(Z = -t L z )  Lo (I + cos ! (I + cos a)

z 4 Lx

%here vz is the z-component of the velocity, L., Ly, L z art the dimensions of

the simulation box and A is a constant. pv, and pvy were initially set to

zero. Later they were adjusted so that the mass flow vector was alway.s perpei-

dioular to Ld at the boundary. The other bounddries (x ± L and V r L ) were
px

o pen boundiries through which plasmas can freely enter or exit. We reduced th.

ph)sical domain of the simulation box by assuming symmetr, (or anti-s~mmetr

when appropriate) about the equator (z=O), the noon-midnight meridian (y-O) and1

the neutral line (x=O). We have adopted the resistivity (T-) model [Sato. 1979]

n c L)- VC ) 2 for VD > Vc

13
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%here D is the diamagnet"ic drift %elo(it and a and ire constants.

3/ne where 3 is the neutral sheet current, n is the plasma densitv and e is tht

electron charge.

The simulation system was a rectangular box with dimension Lx=3L, Ly=5L and

Lz = 2L. This was implemented on a 41 x 40 x 51 point grid.

In the actual calculations, all variables were normalized to the following
80

parameters: L, Length; VA 11/2, velocity; Bo, magnetic field; pc, mass

density; Bo/WoL, current; B0 22o
, pressure; B0

2 /Wo, energy; YoLVA, resistikit);

and 8 o,A, electric field. In the computer run presented here we set Ao=.2, a=

0.02 and V,=3 while Bo, To, Po and VD were all normalized to 1.

W'1
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1 . RIJ I C. AL I SUL TS

In the 2) model, only the compressional maqnetoh)drod~namic modes, the fait

. lo* mod-s, can be taken into account, but the shear Alf (-l modf carnot.

Consequently, no field aligned currents can be modeled because it is the Alfvtrn

wave that can carry the field aligned current. In order to model field aligned

currents, a 3D model is necessary.

That field aligned currents can be generated b) 3D externally driven

reconnection has been demonstrated b) Sato et al. (1983). Starting with the MHD

momentum equation, the continuity of current, mass continuit.v and the MHD

approximation, the field aligned currents in the magnetosphere can be calculated

b, solh ing

K 'I; 1  2 - 7N d (
13 . =in.F + cp 3 -T(--) - c[fi.(b.V) (V)vi (7)

,= Vx v

- + in

and

_B VP/B 2

3in cB x (-- p  )

B dt

where J,, and 31 are the parallel and perperndicular current densities, B is the

maqretic field, p is the mass density. ' is, the parallel component of 2 the

%orticity, Qj is the perpendicular component of : , J in is the inertia current,

N is the density, P is the pressure and v is the velocity (Haseqawa and Sato.

1979; Sato and Iijima, 1979; Vasyliunas, 19114). The partial deri~ati\,e on th,

left hand side of equation (7) is alonq H3. Sato (1982) ha-, arqued that the

inertia current term is neqligihle and that the agent of the field aliqned

current must be the J1 • VB term in equation (7). The diagram showing his pre-

diction is reproduced in Fiqure 2.

15



He argued that as rte oirnect ion occur s i, a loCd i ized iegyion of th( tji I,

two slow shocks will form into which the cross tail current will be di erted.

Ir, ij, i tior. b will increast- at the slow shocks due tu tre pile up of fietl !
lines which are driven towards the neutral sheet. Thus, J9 • VB > 0 in the dawr

sector and *1 • VB < 0 in the dusk sector. The resulting field aligned currents

are directed from the tail towards the ionosphere on the dawn side and outward

from the ionosphere towards the tail at dusk.

In this paper, we will use the simulation results to %erify this predic-

tior,. Contours of the generated field aligned current intensity in two .-z

cross sections (x=2.25L arid x=3.0L) are shown in Figures 3 and 4. For reference

reconnection occurs at x-O. Two pairs of field aliqned currents are generated:

one is in the northern hemisphere (z>O) and the other is in the southern hemis-

phere (z<O). On the dawn side (y<O), the field aligned current flows from the

magnetosphere towards the ionosphere, while on the dusk side it flows from the

ionosphere towards the magnetosphere as predicted by the model. Two addit ional

features should be noted in these figures. First, the field aligned current

"!,ls~ti is as large as the initial neutral sheet current derisit. in a smal re-

gion. This indicates that locally the neutral sheet current is almost complete-

I, interrupted. Secondl\., the peak positions of the field aligned currents

expard in the z-directior, as the obser.at ion point mo.es alonq the x-aXis dwd.

from the x line. This suqqests that the field aligned current is generated at

the slow shock laver [Sato et al., 19tb3].

In order to prove thdil he field liqcind current oriindte's from the. J,

t term, we ha,e plotted the riettral sheet currtil 31 supetrimposed on th(- cof,-

lours of the maqnitudt, of the magnetic field 13 in Figure 5. If we examine the

current distribution with care we find that the current dersit> arrows in the.

equatorial plane (z=O) vanish at the edges of the reconnection region.

16



Fijrt h-rmor( , the di '.erqenrc, of tht- currenit S occurs across the fc ontours. Ir,

I i(pJrf 6 where we have overlapped F igures 4 and 5, we carn ci earl\ sef that the

cotours of the field aligned current densit\ coincide with the di\ergence of

the neutral sheet current. The field aligned currents occur where 31 7B * 0

as predicted by Sato's model. Note that the field aligned current density is

ver.s small U, < .02) in the equatorial plane in the region where the cross tail

current reverses direction. The field aligned currents are limited to the

region of the slow shocks.

A4e also have investigated the contributions to 3 11 from the terms in (7)

vv'ich are proportional to the vorticity, Q. The parallel vorticity term gives a

field aligned current which is opposite to that observed. Therefore, term (3)

is not important for generating these currents. Both terms involving the

perpendicular vorticity are appoximately zero and are much smaller than the

first term. Thus we can conclude that the field aligned currents are generated

bN the 3, - 7B term.

In equilibrium the pressure contours are parallel to the magnetic field

intensity contours. This means that the diamagnetic current, which is

perpendicular to Vp, must flow along an equi- B contour in an equilibrium.

* Tw.js, the field aligned current generation is due to the non-equilibrium

m.iqrietic field configuration caused by externally driven reconnection.

Cencration of Super-Magnetosonic Flow

As roted above, externally driven reconnection produces slow shocks in

which high-speed plasma flows are found [Sato, 1979]. In the 21) simulation, the

flo', reached the Alfvtn velocity. The 31 similation confirms a very similar

behavior of plasma flow at least in the noon-midnight meridian plane [see [iqure

2 of Sato et al., 1983]. In 3D, the plasma flow can become super-magnetosonic.

In Figure 7, we have plotted the flow speed distribution (V,) along the x-axis.

17



Tht. cur.e F represent 5 the di st r ibut ion of the fast mjgn( t oonic spe.d. it.

plasma flow is almost linearly accelerated along the x-axis frum the rycOr-,-F-

tion region (x=O) up to about xzl. Since the .elocitN is normalized b th,- iri-

P tial Alfven speed in the upstream region, we see that the speed wcll exceeds the

Alfv~n speed beyond x > 1. The flow speed exceeds the local fast magnetosonic

speed (VF) beyond a certain point (x > x.) and the local magnetosonic Mach

number ('X/VF) reaches approximately 2. The local Mach number of the flow

increases monotonically with distance beyond x.. However, the absolute flow

speed reaches a maximum at the super-magnetosonic point (xzx s ) ard ther,

decreases. This implies that some deceleration mechanism is operating be.ond

that point. The neutral sheet current density (Qy) distribution is plotted

along the x-axis in Figure 8. For x > 2, the current reverses direction (see

also Figure 5 of Sato et al., (1963)). Since the reconnected field has a

positive (northward) z-component in the positive x region, the J x B force

points towards the x-point in the reversed current region and the plasma is

decelerated in this region. This caused the velocity decrease in Figure 7.

Sato et al. (1953), examined the currents in the equatorial plane and found a

large current vortex between the reconnection region and the region of recorriec-

ted field lines. The current pattern in Figure 7 is alonq the symmetry axis of

this vortex.

Let us now examine the corresponding distributions for the pressure (P) and

the reconnected field B There are two \ery important features in Figure 9.

F-irst, the reconnected field increases linearly with distance for x < xD . This

is a clear indication of the diffusion region predicted by the steady reconrlec-

tion theory [Petschek, 1964; Vasyliunas, 1975]. Note that the plasma is almost

linearly accelerated as a function of x in this region (see Figure 7). The

theory further predicts that beyond the diffusion region both the reconnected

18
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f if, Id v'id t he pressure shoulI d btw curit a rt i r a req i of, calI I ecd t '. %,i % e re

Sucrh a plat cau regio-, is observed in ttt( simul at ion for xD 'x _e xs s Mot

>,irpr i -, ingl v howe% er, i c a large , sharp decrrease in thet prt ssjre prof i 1 e at

x Th is i s t he poi nt where t he l ocal magnet osonice Mach number f xceeds one

(see, Figure 7). A close examination of the Bz profile reveals that when the

sharp orop in the pressure occurs, B. also starts decreasing. Recall that the

flo" velocity decreases for x > x. (Figure 7). The steep decrease in pressure

suggests that this may be a fast shock propagating in the posit ive x direction.

Hooev.er, there are difficulties with this interpretation. The density , Which wec

would expect to decrease if this is a shock, increases (p~,';.. .59). In

addition, although the magnetic field decreases as we would expect, the decrease

is very small (B,=,,IsBx.2 =1.03).

Enierg\ Conversion

In this section, we. examine the energetics of 3D dri .eri reconnection. Let

i s f ir st exam ine the re Iat ionsh ips bet %een t he i nput and out pu t powers wh ich are

* ai,.r, b the first terms on the right-hand side of M1-(3). Since there are

three independent boundary planes, the output boundary (y-z), the side boundary

(x-z) and the input boundary (x-y), we have 9 input and output power values to

consider. These 9 values are plotted as a function of time in Figure 10. The

three curv~es with the first three numbers, 1, 2 and 3, correspond to the kinetic

eierg\.. The three curves with the second three numbers, 4. 5 arid 6, correspond

to the thermal energy. The remaining three curves, 7, S8 and 9, correspond to

he magnet ic energq . 1h( sma i lest nulmber in each group, 1, 4 or 7, represent!s

hef oiilit power t hrough Itht out put t)ounidairy. The mi ddle nukmber in eaich gruijp.

5 or S , repre, ,nt S thF out pu-t power t hroughn the side bounrdarv. The last

number, 3, 6 or 9, repre-,ent1s t he input power thtrough the i nput bounidary.
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A posit ive %a]ue for out pit power indicates that erergy flows oat through tht

bourkdar5, while a negative value indicates that ener9. flows in. A positive

S 1a]ue for the input power represents energ) flo% into the simul at ion regtion ard

a negative value represents outflow. From the input cur-vs, 3, 6 and 0, w,

notice that most of the input power is carried by the maqnetic field. This md

well represent the actual maqnetotail where the enerqy is accumulated predomi-

nantly in terms of the nagrietic energy.

The input powers in 3, 6 and 9, stimulate reconnect ion and energy conver-

sion in the black box. The resulting output kinetic, thermal and magnetic

powers are shown by 1, 4 and 7. Since the Induced super-macnetosonic flow is

limited to the region within the two slow shock layers (i.e. the model plasma

sheet), where the thermal energy is predominant, the dominant output power is

the thermal power. The first rise in the thermal power (4) (0 < t < STA ) is

caused by the convection system set up in the black box from the input boundary.

The second enhancement in the output power starting at T - 51A is induced b\

reconnection. Coincident with this second rise in the thermal po%er, the kint-

tic power is greatly increased. In contrast, the change in the output magnetic

power is not so remarkable. Since the output power caused by reconnection is

lmited to the slow shock regions, the calculation of the output power for this

discussion also should be limited to the slow shock regio,,. However, this d'aes

not chanqe our conclusions since over 80% of the output poAtr is within the slow

shocks. Clearly, the total output power cduse'd b\ reconneet ion exceeds ttt

total input power. Thu,, the energ con~ersion process oc(urring in the black

box is an active process, riot a simple pumpinq process induced b. the inptit

flow. Now let's look at the enerqy output, through the. sidt. toundar), 2, 5 ard

b. There i-, very little kinetic energy input or output (2). Hoever, some

power is pumped out of the black box thr ogh the side boundary early In the

20
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simliat or, before rtecL r , ' t io,, has eqjf. Duri fu tho r( (',r :,cct ifi, sta if, t!,(

p,,t.r t hroujh t he- side buurdar becomes negat i %e. This meas that t h, si de

ho~ridar\ has become an ea,ergo, source dur i nq reconnect i o.. To c I ar if this w-

present the flow pattern in the y-z plane at x=0 (T14.6) i i Fqure 1. Recor,-

nect ion is occurring in the center of the fig ure. It is evident that plasma is

be i rn sucked into the reconnect i on req i on. Th is qi es add it i nal strong ei -

derice t ta t ext erna 1 IY dr i - en reconriect i or, i s a powerful erir\ con ert er. Ir

the pre. i ors 2D simulat ions, fto such pherome-non %as al lor(I. This is a three-

dimensional effect. It is this inflow throuqh the side bo irdar\ which makes

driven reconnection in three-dimensions a more powerful energy converter than

thdt in two-dimensions. The fast shock-like structure observed in Figure 9 ma

be attributed to this effect of three-dimensionality.

In order to study the energy conversion, we need to examine the work done

within the simulation box. There are three soirces of work,' the work done b\

the J x B force, the work done by the pre-stre force and the ohmic heat inq.

These works are plotted in Figure 1?. In the early pumping or convection staeqc

(0 t < ST,\), both the J x B force and the pressure force behave almost idrrfti-

call, which means that no net acceleration of plasma occurs. The oscillations

are caused by the bouncing of the magnetosonic wave between the input bound-

aries. The-re is a marked difference in the curves durinq the reconnection staq

(t > 10: ). The net difference goes into the accelerat ion of plasma at the

e\pense of the magnetic enerq\.. The small positive contribution of the pressure

work implio-s that some adiabatic compression is occurring. In addition, ohmic

hcating contributes to the heatinq of the pla,,ma duirinq the reconnect ion period.

The temporal behavior of the total ki net ic, thermal arid matgnet ic enerqi es

are shown in Figure 13. farly in the similat ion as the, plasma flows from the

input boundary toward the neutral sheet, the magnetic envrq arid the thermal

21
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At th( same time, the magretic enerq. dc iates from the lincar groott,. Tt,(

diffrences of the magnetic and thermil energies from, thp initial line,4r gr( i:tI

line give the total amounts of energ. ejected from th black box. Nt( that tht

kinetic energy starts to increase drastically in the reconnect ion stag.

22
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'~IDI SCUSSIOI AHD Co4CL US11 S

ha~'i1 or. hi'. 20 sim1 ait inois, Sito ( ?7)) trgqued t'iat (Inf, mqni r-agret

rrir' t i onj could ( be a powe(r fo 1 enrgoj (-c)ri ert er whjich t r a, f for med mianc t i c erier a

i rFtu plIasma bulIk flIo% a nd t hermalI energ\. Such an explosi,'e enierg\ releasf

-mechanism is necessary to understand magrictospheric substorms or solJar flares.

In this stud , we havef ani1yzed the energy coniversion processes occurring

iri three -dimensional dri ,eni reconnec t i on, . n pr art icular, w( iniest igated the

Ph06
case in which re-onniect ion occutrred in a local ized region jin I tail-] ikF ma1grift -

c crf iquia! ion. Such localized reconricct ior is thought to o(O(,jr in th - magri'-

tail durino substorms. We found that 30 driven reconnectior, i5 ant e~ef mort

* powerful energy conv.erter than the 2D case. This occurred because in the 3D

(-,s,. plasmas were drawn into the reconnection region from the sid's as well as

%i trip arid bottom. In the 3D case, the flovwi .elocity, reached the magnet osonic,

%plocitv. It is interesting to note that the largest velocities occurred at the

mjqnet oson ic point with lower velIoc it ies farthter from the re-connect ion regior.

iif Iroild t ha t t he n eu t r a I sh cet c ur recnit r evII e r s ed s i qgns j r i t hec recq or io f r-ed(ntjc d

veloci ty so that the J x B force opposed the f loio arid d( cel erat ed the pl asmai.

*As niotecd in the int rodtir t i on, the t crm dri \e(n when appl ied to reconnec-t i'I

* does nrot hav.( the same meain ri ) aWien it is usced to descr ibhe petrtomeno loqicil

mo(' I of sjhst orms. Driven recorinect. ior is, an act i ve efnrg\ (,orert er in 1,whirL

migqrieti K' eergy is converted into plasmai thermail enterq\' aid flowA. In f iguire 1o,

tite rate of at which energy is released is muceh faster than tie rate ait %hicri

-eriergy is, inipkt into the model. Thus driven) re-connect ion is similar to the

itoaiv mrodel of substorms, in whic crrmaqiet ic energy stored in the tail lobes,

* i s conivert ed i nt o plasma corie rg

*Ant h( r import ant feait Lire o f t i c d r i . ,rye -n rcoi viet i on model is t he format i o'i

of sl o% shor-ks near t he outecr e~dge of t tie re-conniect er- f icIi d Ii iii, I tite reijt ra I
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Sheet current is diverted :hrough th- Slf z hocks This leads to the generdtior,
I of field aligned currents b? the J.L • VB term in equation (7). Sato et a].

(7983) and Wlker and Sato (1953) have compared th~e resulting curreT t 5Nstj,-

wth that inferred from observation5 of substorms in the tail. The% found that

the current system in Figures 3 and 4 with field aligned currents directed from

the tail toward the earth on the dawn side and from the earth tooard the tail at

dusk is consistent with the current *edge model most frequently used to inter-

pret substorm observations obtained near midnight.

We should note that Birn and Hones (1981) have done a similar calculazior

and find field aligned currents flowing in the opposite direction to those in

Figures 3 and 4. In this model reconnection occurs following the initiation of

anomalous resistivity in in the tail. Their model does not include the initial

convection system characteristic of driven reconnection. These two models are

not necessaril contradictory and It is possible that processes analogous to

both operate in the tail during substorms. For instance, driven reconnection

ma- initiate the substorm and then evolve into a process analogous to the birn

and Hones model. The two models are compared in greater detail In Walker and

Sato (1984).
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Schemdt i drawi,,g of the energy conersior, processes &.ic, c . ',r

in driven reconnect ion.

Figure 2. Schemat ic drawinq of the plasma sheet dor i nq reconr-et i ostu • % t,

generation of field aligned currents.

Figure 3. Field aliqned current density contours in the )-z (dan-dusk) plafne

at x=2.25L at 1:14.6T\. The ,.alues orn the coritours are normalized t , the

initial neutral sheet current.

Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 for x-3.OL.

Figure 5. Current density vectors in the y-z plarie at x-3.OL at T-14.(S: A .

Superimposed on the current density vectors are contours of magnet ic I iI

magnitude.

Figure 6. The field aligned current density contours in Figure 4 (shaded

region) have been superimposed on the current density vectors and maq1irtic

field contours of Figure 5. The numbers refer to values of the fild

aligned current densit\ normal ied to the ini ial neutral sheet currf:1t.

Figure 7. Velocity along the x-axis at T-14.6/A. Reconnection is oocurrinq at

x=O. The magnetosonic velocity is given by \f

Figure 8. The cross tail current density along tl x-axis at Tf14.6'..

figure 9. The pressure and rconnerted field alonq th( x-axi s at 1=I4.t .

f igure 10. Power throuqh thie thre, hmn.ndaries of the simulat ion box. 1. 2

3 give the kinet ic 1)po*w r throtugh Ih output (,- it ), sid( (y-SL) aid iriupt

(z=2L) boundrie s. 4, 5 arid , (ive the thermail pthw r tirougt, the' h ifi,i-

ries ohile 7, S and 9 qik , ttw. ine finelti power tirouih tht btiiridarie .

Figure 11. Flo% vectors in the -z plane at x-O it TI14.6T A .
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F iqurc 12. Work done ,ittirit the simulat ion box. I(J x H) * Ad' gi%,es th( work

done by the J x B force, fVP * vdV gives the work done by the pressurt-

force and -, d. gikes the work done byr the Joule heat irg.

t 2

Figure 13. Total kinetic (p v2dV), thernal (J p. dv) and magnetic (j - dV)

energies versus time.
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Abstract

One of the challenging magnetospheric plasma physics problem is the

heating of heavy ions observed in the equatorial magnetosphere in

conjunction with ion cyclotron waves (ICW) generated by anisotropic hot

protons (i.e.. GE S-1 and 2 and ATS 6 results). The complexity of the

mechanisms involved in this phenomenon (linear. quasi-linear, nonlinear) is

such that a numerical simulation is the only way to disentangle the

different plasma characteristics. We present here the results of such a

simulation. The plasma parameters which have been chosen are those which

prevail in the dayside magnetosphere at geostationary altitudes. The

plasma consists of cold and isotropic H and He+ ions with a small number

of hot anisotropic protons which provide the free energy necessary to

generate the waves. The code is one-dimensional in length and three-

dimensional in velocity. It is electromagnetic and hybrid. i.e.. the

electrons are treated as a massless fluid. The results obtained during the
-l

linear phase (t < 150 ) are in agreement with those expected from the

linear and quasi-linear theories as far as the growth rate of the wave (and

the frequency of the most amplified wave) and the variation of the hot

proton anisotropy are concerned. The saturation (Bwave - 0.05 B0 ) is

explained by trapping of the helium particles. But the most interesting

results concern the heating of cold species. He+ ions are heated mainly in

the perpendicular direction (kT /2 - 150 eV. kT,/2 = 80 eV) and they are

heated more than cold H+ ions (kT /2 n 15 eV. kT1/2 20 eV). The heating

of He+  ions is a two-step process first. He+ ions are set into

oscillations by the growing wave (in both v and v1) until some of the ions

reach a parallel velocity of the order of the resonant velocity at which

time strong heating occurs. Phase-space plots for the different particle

species at different times illustrate the time evolution of this heating

mechanism.
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I Introduction

It has recently been recognized that heavy ions are important to the

dynamics and stability of different regions in the earth's magnetosphere.

Shelley et al. [1976) and Ghielmetti et al. [1978] have reported

observations of intense fluxes of 0 streaming up high-latitude auroralNs

field lines at altitudes of - I RE. Data from the S3-3 satellite show that

ion composition can vary from 10% to more than 90% oxygen [Mizera et al..

19803.

The inferences of 0+ streams deep in the magnetotail boundary layer by

Frank et al. [1977] and Hardy et al. -1977] suggest that there might be

measurable fluxes of energetic 0 ions of terrestrial origin deep in the

plasmasheet. Results from the energetic ions mass spectrometer on ISEE-!

show that the plasmasheet has a significant and variable ionospheric

component (He+ and 0 ) which represents from more that 10% to 50% of the

total number density [Petersen et ai.. 1981].

At the geostationary orbit. 0+ and He+ ions of medium energy 1 - 0

keV) have been found to be important constituents of magnetospheric plasma.

especially during magnetic storms [Geiss et at.. 1978: Young. 1979;

3alsiger et al.. 1980]. But the most intriguing result is the

observations, made onboard GEOS-1 and -2 and ATS-6 spacecrafts that He or

0 ions are heated up to suprathermal energies 1 ~ 100 eV) at times when

large amplitude ions cyclotron waves (IC's) are detected [Young et al..

1981; Mauk et al.. 1981; Roux et al.. 1982: Fraser. 1982].

The facts that heavy ions occur in many different regions of the

magnetosphere, that they are of terrestrial origin and that they can be a

major constituent of the plasma motivated the community to reexamine

theoretical studies of wave particle :nteractions including the effects of

heavy ions. When studying wave particle interactions in the presence of

heavy ions there are two problems that should be addressed. The first is

the effect of the heavy ions on the dynamics and stability of a plasma.
49
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The second and more pertinent problem is to understand the mechanism

responsible for energizing such heavy ions.

Several studies have addressed these questions for different regions

of the magnetosphere. On auroral field lines, the heating of 0+ has been

studied by using electrostatic waves [Lysak et al.. 1980. Papadopoulos et

al., 1980: Ashour-Abdalla et al.. 1981: Ashour-Abdalla and Okuda. 1984].

Lysak et al. [19802 used strong turbulence theory, which considered the ion

orbits in a set of fixed amplitude waves with a definite phase relation.

Papadopoulos et al. [19801 argued that the heavy ions form a minority

constituent of many magnetospheric multi-ion piasma. As such, the heavy

ions do not affect the collective mode structure of the plasma due to their

small abundance ratios. They thus examined the acceleration of large M/Q

ions in the presence of a coherent large amplitude electrostatic hydrogen

cyclotron wave. It was found that when the wave amplitude exceeds a

certain critical value the particle orbits become stochastic and the

particles can be accelerated by the wave. The most important result was
5/3

that the maximum energy achieved by an ion scales as (M/tH) . where M is

the mass of hydrogen and M is the mass of the ion under consideration.

They concluded that heavy ions are thus preferentially accelerated.

Ashour-Abdalla and Okuda [1984) studied the acceleration of ions on auroral

.[ field lines associated with the current-driven electrostatic ion cyclotron

waves in a plasma consisting of hydrogen and oxygen ions by simulation

techniques. To model the ionospheric source of electrons they developed a

simulation model in which drifting electrons were allowed to enter at the

end of the system. They found that the oxygen transverse heating generally

exceeds that of hydrogen ions at the low altitude end of the field line.

There have also been studies using electromagnetic waves to explain

the acceleration of heavy ions. Theoretically it is well known that the

presence of heavy ions greatly modifies the propagation and amplification

characteristics of magnetospheric electromagnetic waves. A detailed
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analysis of the wave spectra and energetic proton distribution measurec on

GEOS-1 have shown that the observed wave spectra can be interpreted in the

framework of the linear theory of ion cyclotron instability excited by an

anisotropic proton distribution in a plasma containing a small fraction -5

-15% of He+ ions CRoux et al.. 19821. Gomberoff and Cuperman f1982] have

also performed a theoretical analysis in order to evaluate the change in

the temporal growth rate of such instabilities for various plasma

parameters. Gomberoff and Neira £1983] undertook the task of evaluating

the corresponding change in the spatial growth rate. However, such studies

have generally been done assuming the background plasma to be completely

cold, T(H+) = T(He+) = 0, whereas it :s known from ,EOS and DE experiments

that both electrons and ions can reach a temperature equal to or higher

than 10 eV [Decreau et al.. 1982; Chappeil. 1983]. Lnoer such conditions.

cyclotron absorpt:on by the heavy ion species will compete with the

amplification :nduced by hot protons, and growth rates will be strongly

modified. especaliy in the vicinity of the heavy ion gyrofrequenc'.

Recently Gendr:n et al. 11984] carried out a parameter search of ion

cyclotron waves :ncluding the fin,:e temperature effec-s associated with

the cold species.

The heating of heavy ions by electromagnetic :on cyclotron waves has

been addressed by several authors. ,3endrin and Roux :1980] have studied

the possibility that the observed heating of He ions up to suprathermal

energies could be explained by iuasi-linear diffusion. indeed quasi-

linear diffusion of resonant He' ions having low initial parallel and

perpendicular velocities can lead to a considerable increase of the

perpendicular He+ ion distribut,on. However. to heat the bulk of He+

distribution, sufficient wave energy must be available at frequencies where

a resonant interaction with the ccld heavy ion spec:es can take place.

i.e.. at frequencies which are near the heavy ion -7yrofrequency. Gendr~n

et al. £1984] found that the maximum 4rowth rates ,ccur at frequencies far

_ n 1Lp
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from the heavy ion g%':-frequency: onsequently thc- wvef cannot resonate

with the bulk of heavy ion distribution. In search of another heating

mechanism, Mauk [1982. 1983] studied the nonresonant interaction between an

electromagnetic ion cyclotron wave and thermal He+ ions. He showed that

+associated with the increase in the He ion perpendicular velocity, phase

bunching was observed. Unfortunately, Mauk's calculations were done by

neglecting the ion parallel velocity, which led to incorrect quantitative

results: an apparently infinite increase of v as time elapses and a strong

effect even when the wave frequency is equal to the helium cyclotron

frequency. Berchem et al.. [1983] and Berchem and Gendrin £1984] extended

'.lauk's work to include the parallel velocity of the ions. They found that

phase bunching occurs. and the particle attains large perpendicular

velocities. They carried out a parameter search as a function of init:al

parameters and were able to derive approximate analytical expressions for

the maximum temperature of the heavy ions attained. These calculations

were test particle calculations in which the wave amplitude was kept

constant, and were therefore not self-consistent. In search of self-

consistency. Tanaka and Goodrich 1984] used simulation techniques to study

the heating of heavy ions at different regions of the magnetosphere with

particular emphasis on the heating of Alpha particles at the bow shock. As

such they considered a plasma consisting of hot highly anisotropic protons

in the presence of a minority species. Since these studies were concerned

with gaining an understanding of He at the shock region, they did not

include a cold hydrogen background representative of the ionospheric

source.

For sake of completeness. it is worth mentioning that a similar

mechanism (resonant interaction of one ion species with waves generated by

a major:ty ion) has been invoked to explain the excess of He" ion bulk

velocity in the solar wind. However. it is only until recently that the

fundamental modification brought in to the dispersion reiation by the

i")
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presence of the heavy' ions has been correctly taken into account. ,hi ch

means that the results previously cbtained are not relevant to the problem

we are studying here (see Isenberg. £1984a.b] and references therein).

In this Paper. our aim is to explain the heating of He+ observed by

the GEOS satellite at L - 7. Our starting points is the observation set

from the GEOS satellite. Having developed the linear theory analysis :n a

recent paper [Gendrin et al., 1984]. we undertake a simulation study of

electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves in a plasma consisting of hot

anisotropic protons, a dominant thermal hydrogen plasma. and a minority

species of helium ions. Following this introduction, in section Ii the

computational model is described, simulation results of our three :on

component plasma are presented in section III. We conclude in section IV

by summarizing and discussing the pertinent heating mechanisms.

.. 4
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Simulation 'Aodel

We have developed a one dimensional electromagnetic hybrid simulation

code [Sgro and Nielson. 1976; Byers et al.. 19781 where electrons are

treated as a massless fluid and ions are treated as particIes moving in the

four dimensional phase space (x, v v v Since we are studying low

frequency phenomena, we neglect the transverse displacement current in

'.Aaxwell's equations (Darwin approximation) as

- = rots (E
at

o J = rotB 
0

We also neglect electron inertia effects for low frequency waves, and we

have from the electron momentum equation

-ene (E + ue x B - grad p, = 0 (3)

.nhere -e. ne , uP and p, are electron charge. number density. flow velocity

and pressure. respectively. Furthermore. we assume the quasi-neutrality

condition

-en e q n = 0 '4,

*here q and n are ,he charge and number density of an "s" ion species.

respectively. The electron pressure is integrated in time by using the

eiectron energy equation

__ 5
at u e grad) Pe = - o div u

-he electron flow u :5 obtained from the current equation as

U qnu, - JY/' (6
e

inere i is the drit veloc:ty of a "s" ion species. The !on jensty n

ind jr~ft veloc:ty u are caiculated from the motion of ion par*:cles whose

pos5i'ons ind ve;oct es are etermined by integrating he equationE 7f

mat ion
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dv dx
--= ( E + v B , - = v t7)

dt m5  dt

The magnetic field B and the electron pressure pe are integrated in time

using (1) and (5). while the electric field is determined by a predictor-

corrector method using (2), (3), 4) and (6).

For simplicity, spatial variations are restricted to one dimension.

i.e., the x direction. and periodic boundary conditions are assumed. Vie

focus our attention on waves propagating parallel to the external magnetic

field. Therefore. both the wave vector k and the static magnetic f.eid B0

are in the x direction. We consider three species of ions. i.e.. cold H

cold He+ and hot H* with bi-Maxwellian velocity distribution. lni-ially

both cold components are isotropic and hot protons have a temperature

anisotropy of T ' = =2. These particles are distributed uniformly over the

smmulation space consisting of 64 grid points. No wave field :s assumed

1ri-'ai.ly except for noises .ntroduced by particle thermal fluctuations.

-he parameters of the simulation have been chosen to represent typica1

,:onditons prevailing during the day hours at the geostationary orbit ,,here

most of events involving 1CW s and energized He+ ons have been observed:

- magnetic f.eld ,ntensity : 140 nT.

- coid H ion density 10 cm

- coid He+ ion density _ cm

- thermal energy of both cold species : 1.7eV.

- anisotropy of both cold species : T /T -,

- hot proton density : 1.1 cm,

thermal paraliel energy of hot protons : 17 ke.,

anisotropy of hot protons : 7 T = 2.

Note that with these parameter the ratio of tne on ;iasma :requency

to the proton gyrofrequency s equal t !00. and that the ilfven

energy mV A/2 5 :eV, so that the parallel 8 of* he J am, 0.3.
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In the simulation we ao not use the physical parameters as expressed

in CGS or ,IKS units, but instead use conventional normalizations. It is

simpler to use a system in which the Alfven velocity VA' the proton

cyclotron frequency QH , the proton charge-to-mass ratio (q/M)H and the

magnetic permeability a are equal I. Other parameters are normalized to

the quantities stated above. Since the static magnetic field is given by

Bo = ,/(q/m)H, Bo = I and the static magnetic energy density Bo /2U 0

0.5. The light speed c is equal to VA( i/O ) 300, from which the

electric permittivity c = I/c is deduced. The thermal velocity of the

cold protons and helium are 0.018 and 0.009 respectively. The thermal

velocity of the hot protons is 1.8 and 2.55 for the parallel and

perpendicular direction respectively.

The grid spacing is Ax = I and the time step At is set equal to 0.05.

The number of grid points is 64 and the system length is LX  = 64. The

number of superparticles in the system is 4096 for each of the cold

species. As for hot protons, which are a free energy source in the system.

a relatively large number of superparticles (32768) is necessary in order

to make the initial thermal fluctuation noise low.
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II Si mulation Results

The GEOS data suggest that the anisotropic proton distribution excites

ion cyclotron waves, which are responsible for heating the thermal helium

ions. In order to test this hypothesis, we have run the simulation code up

to (t = 1200. We will first consider the initial phase of the process.

In Figure 1. we see the time history of the magnetic and electric

field energy densities for an early stage of the simulation run. Both the

magnetic field and electric field energy densities increase throughout the

time presented in this plot. The perpendicular component of the electric

field is much larger than the parallel one, indicating that charge

neutrality is conserved by the predictor-corrector code and that the wave

:s purely electromagnetic. It should be noted that the magnetic field

amplitude attains a very large amplitude: Bwave/Bo = 0.055 at Qt= 200.

Figure 2a. shows the hot proton energy density in a direction perpendicular

and parallel to the ambient magnetic field. Initially at time 04t 100.

the temperature anisotropy decreases only slightly to (T /T) h= 1.9.

Later on. the temperature anisotropy decreases more dramatically, as the

waves attain large amplitudes, so that at 0 t = 200, (T /T )h = 1.6. thus.

the hot anisotropic proton distribution is responsible for the growth of

these waves. The lower panels (2b) and (2c) show the energy density of

thermal helium and protons respectively. Both thermal ion species are

accelerated mainly in a direction perpendicular to the ambient magnetic

field, with helium ions being preferentially accelerated. We will discuss

this acceleration phenomenon later and we will show that it is in fact a

two-step process.

To identify the wave mode during the early stages of the simulation

run. we plot the dispersion characteristics of the wave. This is done by

Fourier transforming individual K modes in time. Figure 3 is a plot of

frequency w versus wavenumber k for the B component of the magnetic field

during the time interval 2t 1-204. The amplitude of the wave is denoted

-'7
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by the height of the peak. it is well known from linear theory analysis

(e.g. Gendrin and Roux. 1980; Gendrin. 19811 that the addition of thermal

helium breaks the dispersion relation into two branches. one below the

helium gyrofrequency known as the low frequency branch (LF) 3nd one above

the helium gyrofrequency referred to as the high frequency branch (HF). In

fact the LF branch and HF branch are clearly depicted here. The fastest

growing frequency occurs in the LF branch with w/C = 0.16. kVA /i = 0.29

and B w/Bo 
= 0.023. The dashed line is the real part of the dispersion

relation calculated from the linear theory for the parameters at %t =

100. By comparing the dashed line and the plot of the simulation results.

the agreement between the real part of the linear dispersion relation and

the simulation results are obvious.

To understand the time evolution of the wave properties during the

linear stage we plot the time history of four dominant modes in

Figure (4a).

The value of k. the wavenumber 1i related to the mode number m. In

fact k = (2n/L x)m where Lx is the system length. Thus for m I., kVA/QH

=0.1 wnereas for mz2, kVA /Q =0.2. since L. = 64. VA = I and Q= 1.0.

in Figure (4b) we plot the linear growth rate versus k for both the LF

and HF branch. From the upper panel we see that the mode 4. kVA/O2j =0.4

attains a large amplitude at an early time. The growth rates of these

modes are found by calculating the slope of the straight dashed line shown

in Figure 4. It is found that both of the growth rates of mode 3 and 4 are

r'Q 0.02. Linear theory (Figure 4b) predicts the peak growth rate to be

r,'Q = 0.022 and to occur at kVA/Q H :- 0.3 in agreement with the

simulation.

Having ensured that we can reproduce and understand the linear theory

from our simulation study we now examine the non-linear physics of the

interaction.

:n Figure 5 we plot the time history of the magnetic and electric

€5



energy densities throughout the run. As noted previously. the magnetic

field increases until about Ht = 250, reaching a peak value B w /B° 0 0.06

and then remains at a constant amplitude. The electric field behavior is

similar, but the peak amplitude in this case is much smaller. E,/iB 0c)

1.4x . In a one dimensional system. the peak amplitude is

representative of saturation, since the wave energy cannot be lost by

coupling to obliquely propagating waves and therefore remains constant.

Throughout the simulation run less than 0.2% of the total energy is lost

demonstrating that computing errors are negligible and that the energy of

the system is conserved.

The time history of the different particle species (Figure 6) is a

most enlightening and interesting plot. Panels )a) and (b) show the

behavior of the hot anisotropic ions as a functron of time. In panel (a)

we see that the hot protons are losing energy in a direction perpendicular

to the ambient magnetic field. This results in wave growth which in turn

causes an increase in the hot proton parallel energy. This expected

• tendency towards an isotropic hot proton distribution is best seen in Panel

S(b) where we plot (T /T as a function of time. It is interesting to

note that the temperature anisotropy decreases rapidly until QIt = 360.

reaching an anisotropy of (T /T h = 1.3. At later times. the anisotropy

does not change significantly, but reaches a value of 1.2 at the end of the

run. Panels (c) and (d) show the large heating suffered by the helium

ions. In fact, we see that the thermal helium has been heated about 100

times its initial value. We also note that most of the heating :5 in the

perpendicular direction. Thermal protons are also heated but to a much

lesser degree.

The snapshots of phase space plots vx -X. v Y-x at different times for

helium ions (Figure 7) and thermal protons (Figure 8) show complex

nonlinear structure. Initially, at time %,t = 0. the helium ions are

uniformly distributed in phase space. At later times, C1t 100. we see a

Ie J



perturbation in v. This perturbation occurs from a simple E. x B force.

and results in a transverse motion of the plasma. Later on. 0Ht 300 we
.4"

see that the v y is about the same except that the amplitude of the

oscillations is larger. and tends towards smaller wavenumbers. At that

time. we note oscillations in the parallel velccity v . In fact the

oscillations appear to be folding on themselves. This is because. as the

perturbation in the transverse velocity occurs. the particles experience a

force 6v x 6B in the parallel direction. At Gt = 400. the motion is
4y-z Z-y

extremely nonlinear, with large striations and large oscillations. The

motion is so nonlinear that a mixing of plasma, which was originally in

different locations, is occurring, resulting in a hotter distribution.

Similar nonlinear motions are present in the hydrogen phase space plots

(Figure 8) but they are not as prevalent as for helium ions (Figure 7).

The reason for that can be seen from the linearized momentum equation of

motion for each species.

av
m q (E + v xB) ()

3at -

and 'Jaxwell equation

B Bw7 x Ew =(9)

a t

Solving for v J, we get

V w 1(10)~k Bo (I - w/023

- wrhere 0 (q/m) B

Thus. the species response is proportional to B and depends on the

mass through the resonant denominator. This is why, the effect is less

dominant for the case of a hydrogen plasma. As the plasma evolves. v x BW

forces become substantial, resulting in a nonlinear motion along the field

. ho



lines. This accounts for the late time behavior when 'spirals' develop in

the phase space and to a lesser extent in hydrogen.

This 'weaker' spiraling for thermal protons is caused by the fact that

the fastest growing wave is in the LF branch, so that the resonant velocity

is far from the thermal velocity of protons. In Figure 9 we show the

Fourier analysis of the wave properties, during the nonlinear stage of the

simulation Q.Ht = 800 -1200. We have decomposed the wave into the forward

and backward traveling components. It is found that both the forward and

backward traveling waves have equal amplitudes, and only the LF branch has

a considerable amplitude. The maximum growth rate r!/H = 0.016 has shifted

to lower wavenumbers. The dominant wavenumbers are best seen in Figure 10.

where in the upper panel we plot a three-dimensional plot of the amplitude

of the wave magnetic field versus k, as a function of time. Looking at

Panel (a) it is easy to see that as time proceeds the wave with the largest

amplitude occurs at longer wavelength. This tendency towards longer

wavelengths can also be seen in the lower panel where we plot the time

history of the amplitudes of the four dominant modes. Initially, mode 3

and 4 seem to be mostly responsible for the large amplitude wave observed;

however, at later times the amplitude of mode 2 is larger. From linear

* theory analysis the shifting of the fastest growing modes to lower

wavenumbers could be due to either the heating of the helium ions or to the

decrease in t imperature anisotropy of hot protons [Gendrin et al., 1984.

Figure (7a), Figure (7b)].

However, as can be seen on the referenced figures. the reduction in

the bandwidth of the unstable waves is more drastic in the first case than

• .in the second. Besides, since the most amplified wave belong to the LF

branch of the dispersion curve, a decrease of the hot proton anisotropy has

almost no consequence on the frequency of the maximum growth as long as the

anisotropy remains above the critical value [Kennel and Petschek. '966]

which corresponds to it. The critical anisotropy is ,Jefined by:
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A/H  A c (Ac + 1, (li

where Ac  T /T -1.

For w/0 0.1. Ac - 0.2. Consequently the frequency of the fastest

growing wave is not much affected by a decrease in t..e hot proton

anisotropy as long as (T /Ti) b 1.2. On the other hand, an increase of

the hot proton parallel energy, as evidenced by the simulation (see

Figure 6). may be at the origin of the decrease of the most amplified wave

frequency (see e.g. [Gendrin et al., 1971, Figure 6]).

To test which of these factors is responsible, we ran the simulation

by starting with hotter thermal proton and helium distributions. T T

17 eV, while keeping all the other parameters constant. In this later

simulation. the helium ions were only heated by a factor of 2. while the

hot proton anisotropy decreased from 2 to 1.25 (still larger than 1.2) and

while their parallel energy increased by a factor of 1.4. The shift to

lower wavenumber was still observed. These results suggest that neither

the heating of the helium ions nor the decrease in temperature anisotropy

of the hot protons is responsible for the lowering of the most amplified

wavenumber. We therefore conclude that the shift to lower wavenumber is

due to the increase of the hot proton parallel energy.
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7V Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper using simulation, we have studied the bulk heating of

helium ions starting from an initial anisotropic proton distribution. We

have shown that the thermal ions are heated to one hundred times their

initial temperature, due to the growth of large amplitude ion cyclotron

waves. Before discussing the heating mechanism of the helium ions and the

saturation of the ion cyclotron waves, let us briefly summarize our

findings.

Wave properties:

1) Large amplitude ion cyclotron waves with peak amplitude Bw/B o = 0.06 are

observed to grow. due to the temperature anisotropy of the hot proton

distribution.

2) Analysis of dispersion properties, frequency and wavenumbers. shows that

the presence of helium breaks the dispersion relation into two

branches, one below the helium gyrofrequency (LF branch) and one mbove

the heltum gyrofrequency HF branch). This is in agreement with

previous work on the linear theory dispersion (see. for example.

Gendrin and Roux C19801).

3) At the early stage of the simulation, agreement with linear theory :s

very good. The fastest growing mode occurs on the LF branch with J'a,

0.16 A kV H 0.3 and r/fi = 0.02. where as linear theory precicts

W/CH = 0.17. kVA/fiH = 0.31 and r/[ =0.022.

4) The magnetic field reaches a peak amplitude at time t and

oscillates about a constant value thereafter.

5) At later times, the fastest growing mode shifts towardE :crqer

wavelengths but remains in the low frequency branch. € .....
d

analysis for the time period between Qt 800 and 2: 00 o

that the fastest growing mode is at w/. . and kV A .

discussed in section IIM. we believe this shift *o 3 lower mcde S-

due to an increase of the hot proton parallel energy.
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Particle proterties:

1) The hot anisotropic distribution tends towards Isotropy with time. The

temperature anisotropy changes from T-/T 2 at 0Ht 0 to T /T1 =

1.3 at t = 360 and then changes only slightly until the end of the

run.

2) The thermal protons are only slightly heated during the run. As noted

previously, this is because of the fact that the fastest growing wave

is in LF branch. causing the resonance velocity to be far from the

thermal velocity of the protons.

3) The cold helium ions are greatly heated, mostly in the perpendicular

direction. The perpendicular helium temperature is about 150 eY

whereas the parallel temperature is about 70 eV. -Most of the

perpendicular heating occurs before QHt = 360, whereas the parallel

heating continues until CHt - 600.

4) Phase space plots for helium ions, and to a lesser extent hydrogen ions.

show an interesting structure. At the early stages we see oscillation

in the vy component. which is simply due to an Ew x B force. As time

evolves these oscillations grow causing a significant 5v x XB zy

force in the v, direction. This results in spiraling and complex

nonlinear motion in the v :-x phase space plots. At later times. we

observe thermal:zation of the helium ion distributions.

With these observations in mind we can now discuss the saturation

mechanism and the heating of helium ions. First let us discuss saturation

of the wave. If we calculate the linear growth rate using plasma

parameters at the time of peak amplitude Ht = 250. we find a positive

growth rate. In fact. for hot proton temperature T 20 keV. T /T, 1.5,

cold proton temperature T, =6 eV. T /T= 2. and helium temperature T =

30 eV. T 'T = 3.3. we f:nd from linear theory calculation r/QH = 0.012".

The growth due to positive anisotropy must be balanced by a damp!ng
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mechanism. One obvious candidate !::TP~ng :s trapping of hel:us

bY electromagnetic waves. Evidence for particle trapping can be seen in

the phase space plot v -x in Figure 7. In fact we calculate the trappingX

frequency for the mode 4 wave

W(kB w  I v 1/2l
°

Wtrap w M

substituting for k = 0.4. Bw :0.02. q/m : 0.25 and v 0.1, at 0 t : 250.

we find w 014. Equating rap trap ~ *amp' we find that the damping rate

is of the same order of magnitude as the growth rate.

Now we turn to the problem of heating the helium ions. First. before

discussing this. we would like to find out whether the heating :s bulk

heating or simply high energy tail formation. To do that we plot :n

Figure 11 the distribution functions of helium ions in the paraliel

direction as well as the distribution of helium ions n . one cf the

perpendicular components, at various times. The dashed 'Anes are the

initial distribution function. Looking at the left column, we nCte that at

time QHt = 20 there is some heating. However. at later times the

distribution is much hotter. Moreover, this plot shows that inoeed we do

have bulk heating, as opposed to high energy taii formation.

Now looking at the time history plot (Figure 6) we see that the

heating of helium seems to start from the very beginning. Yet the thermal

velocity of helium 1s such that it is difficult to understand how heating

lakes place. To understand the exchange of energy,' between the helium ions

and the wave, we calculate E .v In the regions where E *v :s positive.

the helium ions are gaining energy from the waves and vc! versa. We note

that in general during the initial phase. E *v is positive whereas it is

generally negative later. What we believe is happening is that dur:ng the

mnitial phase. while particles are accelerated by the wave there :s no

heat:ig since the helium ions are far from the resonance velocity. We

therefore advance the following scenario. Initially. the helium ions are
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set into oscillation (no temperature ncrease) in both the perpendicular

and parallel directions by fields of the growing wave. When v reaches a

value near the resonance velocity such that heating can occur. we should

0. see a sudden increase in the perpendicular temperature. We define a

resonance region in the velocity phase space as

VR V K v KV + k\3
R  trap R trap

where VR is the resonance velocity given by (w - /eik. and V is theR Q~etrap
trapping velocity given by 2w /k. In the resonance region nonlinear

trap

trapping of heliums is possible. leading to the heating. The above

scenario is consistent with the lower panel of Figure 6. where the cold

helium temperature increases from the beginning of the run. The

temperature plotted there is actually the space-averaged temperature. and

the oscillatory effects of the waves have been averaged over many

wavelengths giving an apparent velocity spread and temperature in a region

of space a quarter of the wavelength of mode 4 in each direction. in

Figure 12 we show such a local perpendicular temperature diagnostic and

also the number of helium ions whose velocity lies within the resonance

region for the mode 4 wave VR = -0.16. Vtrap - 0.07). At firs-t there are

no particles and there is no increase in temperature. Later the number of

particles has increased and we have a sudden surge :n temperature. These

diagnostics clearly indicate that the energy gained by the heliums during

the linear phase is transfered to thermal motion due to the nonl:near

trapping.

The results which have been presented show the efficiency of the

simulation code to interpret complex wave particle interactions in a

*multicomponent plasma. Some interesting results have been obtained which

concern the heating of heavy ions in the equator:al magnetosphere by

ICW9's. However. more experimental runs have to be performed ano some

improvements are still needed to answer specific questions related e:ther
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with the physics of the phenomenon or to the effic ency of the s:muaton

code.

As far as physics is concerned, there remain some discrepancies

between the simulation results and experimental data. A drastic lowering

in the frequency of the most amplified wave found in the simulation is

generally not observed in experimental data. The delay which is observed

between the establishment of a rather large wave field and the heating of

He+ ion is much shorter in the simulation run than it seems to be in the

case of experimental data [Young et al.. 1981; Roux et al.. 1982]. The

bunching of He+ ions. which is a striking feature of ATS-6 observations

,auk et al.. 1981] is not as clearly reproduced in the results of the

simulation.

Some of these discrepancies can be explained by the fact that the

numerical runs reproduce a stationary case, and not a progressive one.

because a periodic boundary condition is assumed in the present

simulation. Waves cannot escape, and new hot particles are not injected.

thus preventing the simulation system to represent an equilibrium where

input and output energy flows are balanced. The size of the system should

be increased (L ) 128) in order to be able to follow in more detail 'he

evolution of the most amplified wavenumber. Finally, a parametric study

(number of particles per cell, more efficient predictor-corrector schemes.

... ) should be undertaken in order to optimize the cost/efficiency of the

operational code which has been so successfully used throughout this

study.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Time history of the magnetic and electric enerqy %ens-t

during the early stages of the simulation. 4 e note that both the

magnetic field and electric fields are still growing at :'me , t

200. The dashed line on the lower panel reflects the variation of E ,

the smallness of which demonstrates the efficiency of the code and the

electromagnetic nature of the wave.

Figure 2. The time history of the energy dens-tles of the hot protons

(panel a). helium ions (panel b) and thermal hydrogen panel c). 'Note

that the temperature anisotropy hardly changes until time t 100

and then the decrease is more rapid. Both thermal species show an

increase in energy density, preferentially in the perpendicular

direction.

Figure 3. We plot the dispersion relation of the B component during the

early phase of the simulation Qt = 204. We also plot the theoret'ical

linear dispersion relation by dashed lines using the plasma parameters

at "Ht 1 100. We observe that both the simulation results and the

- linear theory show the dispersion relation separated into two

branches; the high frequency branch (HF) above the helium cyclotron

frequency and the low frequency branch (LF) below the helium cyclotron

frequ 7c. The fastest growing frequency occurs :n the LF branch at

W/ H : 0.16 and kVA /Q :0.2.

Figure 4. In the upper panel we piot time evolution of the four dominant

modes during the linear phase of the simulation. The lower panel

shows the theoretical linear growth rate as a function of wavenumber.

From the upper panel we f!nd that the growth rates for mode 3 and 4.

corresponding to kVA'Q = 0.3 and KVA,/Q =0.4 respectiv-lY. are r :

0.02. The lower panel predicts the peak qrowtn :'ate to he 7 =

0.022 at kV a H =0 .3.

Figure 5. Time history of the electric and magnetic enerqy densities unt.1
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the end of the run. The magnetic energy Qensity iicreases u-t,' about

.tt 300. reaching a peak amplitude B'B, =0.06. Saturation occurs

about QHt = 300.

Figure 6. A time history of the different particle species, the hot

protons panels (a) and (b), the perpendicular temperature of helium

and thermal protons panel Ic) and the parallel temperature of helium

and thermal protons panel (d). I e note in panels (a) and (b) that the

anisotropy decreases rapidly until about QHt = 360, reaching a value

of T /T 1.3. At later times the He+ ions have been heateAd about

100 times the initial value in the perpendicular direction. Most of

the heating occurs prior to QHt 500. The H' ions are also heated in

the parallel but to a lesser degree. Thermal protons are only

slightly heated.

Figure 7. Phase space plot for He+ at different times. The left column is

:n vY-x space, while the right column is in v -x space.

Figure 8. A phase space plot for thermal hydrogen at different times. The

left column is in v -x space while the right column is in v -x space.y x

Figure 9. A figure of the dispersion relation of the By component during

the nonlinear stage of the simulation Ht = 800-1200. The upper panel

is for the forward traveling wave, while the lower panel :s for the

backward traveling wave. At this stage of the simulation only the LF

branch has a considerable stimulation. The dashed line represents the

linear dispersion relation calculated from the parameters at QHt

=1000. Figure ;0. Panei (a) shows the time evolution of the k-

spectra of the save magnetic field. while panel (b) shows the

amplitude versus time of the dominant modes in the system. Note how

the fastest growi:ng modes shift to lower wavenumbers with time.

-7gure 11. A plot of the distr:nution funct:on of thermal helium at three

iifferent times. The left column is the parallel distribution

function. whereas the riqht column is the distribution function in one

,- 0



of the transverse directions. The dashed line is the ini.al

distribution function at time QHt = 0. Note the broadening of the

distribution function f(v,) at time Q Ht = 400. Looking at the lower

left panel we see that the helium continues to heat until the end of

the run. but at a slower rate.

Figure 12. Here we plot certain diagnostics needed to understand the

heating mechanism of thermal helium. At panel (a), we plot E .v,.

For E, v ) 0, the energy is transferred from the waves to the helium

ions and vice versa. We note that most of the energy transfer from

the waves to the helium ions occurs prior to time Q,.t = 400. In panel

(b) we plot the effective temperature of the helium, by measuring the

temperature in a region of space a quarter of he wavelength of mode 4

in each direction. In panel (c) we plot the number of helium ions

whose velocity lies within the resonance region. We note that number

of trapped particles and the effective temperature seem to increase

simultaneously, at time around 0,,t 500.
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Magnetic Energy Density

CO

S" o -

0 1f3 0 2C0

Electric Energy Density

CO.

iI

1k, %I

-j -

Ilk-

C 100 200
alHt

Figure Time history of the magnetic and electric energy densities during the
early stages of the simulation. We note that both the magnetic field and
eleczric fields are still growing at time .Ht - 20G. The dashed line on the
lower panel refects the variation of 7x, the smallness of which demonstrates
:e e:riziency of the -ode and the electromagnezic nature of the wave.
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Particle Energy Density
2.00

- - perpendicular
(a) < . parallel

E

1.00-

>

E - --- --- ------- -- -- -- -- -

0.0
0.008'i( b) o~oo8

C-

0 0.004--

E -

0 .0 --.. . .. ---- --

0.006
(c).

E

S 0.003-
E ---

--------------------
S0.0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _0 0 100 200

aHt

Figure 2. The time history of the energy densities of the hot protons (panel
a), helium ions (panel b) and thermal nydrogen (panel z). Note that the
:emperature anisotropy hardly changes until time , = 00 and then the decrease

is more rapid. 3oth thermal species show an increase in energy density,
.referentially in the perpendicular direction.
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-1'i -- - .- .j -J- I. -

* Dispersion Relation
(Bw/Bo)max = .0230

1.00

I I

1 . HF

0.50- -

"- - - - -.... LF

0-0

0.0 0.40 0.80

kvA/aH

Figure 3. We plot the dispersion relation of the B y component during the early
hase of the simulation 'Ht -204. We also plot the theoretical linear

dispersion relation by dashed lines using the plasma parameters at 2, Ht - 100.
We observe that both the simulation results and the linear theory show the
dispersion relation separated into two branches; the high frequency branch (HF)
above the helium cyclotron frequency and the low frequency branch (LF) below the
helium cyclotron frequency. The fastest growing frequency occurs in the LF
branch at '/'H - 0.16 and kVA/QH -0.29.
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(a) Time History of the Wave Magnetic FieldI8
Mode 1 2 Mode 2

1-2:

0 010

O 1 7

6, 4.
Mode 3 Mode 4

10-2  10-2

10-3  2
7 . . . . .0 100 200 0 100 200

QHt

(b) Linear Growth Rates
0.050-

0.025 - / -" LF

~~0.0 -dH

-0.025

-0.050 I I
0.0 0.5 1.0

kVA/SIH

Figure 4. (a) Time evolution of the four dominant modes during the linear phase
of the simulation. (b) Theoretical linear growth rate as a function of wave
number. From Figure 4a we find that the growth rates for modes 3 and 4, corres-
ponding to kVA/OH - 0.3 and kVA/aH = 0.4, respectively, are both equal to Y/; =

0.02. Figure 4b predicts the peak growth rate to be Y/IH = 0.022 at kVA/AH =

0.3.
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Magnetic Energy Density
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Electric Energy Density

IL f -o9
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10-

w_!

0 600 1200

S2Ht

Figure 5. Time history of the electric and magnetic energy densities until the
end of the run. The magnetic energy density increases until about Ht - 300,
reaching a peak amplitude Bw/Bo -0.06. Saturation occurs about 1-&Ht 300.
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_ _

S>

C/,w- - - +_ -

i : I

Cz +0+

x; 7

x C C) 0 CD

0.. 0
C ~ C -

Figure 6. A time history of the different particle species, the hot protons

panels (a) and (b), the perpendicular temperature of helium and thermal protons
panel (c) and the parallel temperature of helium and thermal protons panel d).
114 e note in panels (a) and (b) that the anisotropy decreases rapidly until about&Ht -360,eachingavalueo -0a1.3. At later times the He ' ions have

been heated about 100 times the initial value in the perpendicular direct ion.

M. it = 50.7 H osaea

lost of the heating occurs prior to Ht = 5 0 Th io s a e a so heated in
the parallel but to a lesser degree. hermal protons are only slightly" heated.
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Phase Space for He+

02

-0.2

N 100

=400

-800

x x

Figure 7. ?Thase space plot for He" at different times. The left column is in
v.;-x space, while the right column is in vx~-x space.
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Phase Space for Thermal H
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-- C. 14

= 100
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=300
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Figure 8. A phase space plot for thermai hydrogen at different times. The le.ft
column is in v y-x space while the right column is in vx-x space.
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Dispersion Relation
Forward Traveling Wave

(Bw/Bo)max = .0353

1.0

I I

* 0.0-4-[

0.0 0.4 0.8

Backward Traveling Wave

(Bw/So)max = .0346
1.0

. .. I

.-0.5-

c- ---- r - -

0.0
0.0 -0.4 0.8

kVA/ 2 H

Figure 9. A figure of the dispersion relation of the B, component during the
nonlinear stage of the simulation -4t - 300-1.200. The ripper panel is for the

aorward traveling wave, while the lower panel is for the backward traveling
ae. At this stage of the simulation only the LF branch has a considerable

stiuation. The dashed line represents the linear dispersion relation
calcul~ated from the parameters at -tt1000.
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Time History of the Wave Magnetic Field

- 1200

Z7- j

(a) =-'t-'-", -":.--600 ,,

.2 --

m/ 200

(.a 0.39 0.78

i kvA/a.H

(b) °-2 ,, -,'t'--,,.- l- " "--'-

-2-

i c

0 -0

0 Mode Mode 2

10-2 Mode 3 1' Ii-2

'I foe31 Mode 4

0 600 1200 0 600 1200

allt

Figure 10. Panel (a) shows the time evolution of the R-spectra of the wave

magnetic field, while panel (b) shows the amplitude versus time of the dominant
modes in the ststem. :,ote how the fastest growing modes shift to lower

wavenumbers with time.
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Distribution Functions for He;-

x10 4  Ht 20 X 10"

4.0 1.0
41

2.0- " 0.5-

•. ~ ,%~ j 0.0'1
1%

A4

=4004.0 1.0

2.0 - > 0.5-

0. 0.0'

= 1200
40- 1.0 2

2,0 '7- 0.5 r" -,

.1 4

0.0' 0.0 -

-. 16 0.0 .16 -. 32 -. 04 .24
(V / (v,) ( / (VA):

:igure 11. A plot of the distribution function of thermal helium at three
different times. The left column is the parallel distribution function, whereas
:he right column is the distribution function in one of the transverse
directions. The dashed line is the initial distribution function at time -,H: =

. Note the broadening of the distribution function f(v, ) at time 2Ht - 400.
L.ooking at the lower left panel we see that the helium continues to heat until
the end of the run, but at a slower rate.
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cc 1 --
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TA -

(Aa) Tj

Figure 12. Hlere we plot certain diagnostics needed to understand the heating

mechanism of thermal helium. At panel (a), we plot -7.-v-. For 7,.v_ > the
energy is transferred from the waves to the helium ions and vice versa. :enote

that most of the energy transfer from the waves to the helium ions occurs Prior

to time aut - 400. In panel (b) we plot the effective temperature if the

helium, by measuring the temperature in a region of space a quarter if ne

V+

.wavelength of mode in each direction. in panel ()we plot tlh. number Df

. h~'elium ions whose velocity lies within the resonance region. *,;e note ta

number 3f trapped particles and --he effective temperat,ire seem to increaise
simultaneously, at Lime around ut - 500.
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